The accurate description of hand posture plays an important role in the man-machine interaction involved in coordinated assembly. Knuckle image extraction and recognition are of great significance to refine and enrich hand-pose information. These are based on nonparametric density kernel estimation observation sets corresponding to unilateral and bilateral excursion of the hand knuckle gray image. In this paper, sets of pixel positions belonging to the upper-and middle-density intervals are used as two types of image targets. Random clustering and random field multi-classification target modeling are used to learn and estimate the two target distributions of the image. The discriminant field classification learning method is used to fuse the two kinds of target models. A comprehensive representation of the image offset features is obtained. Finally, the knuckle image sample set is used to train the model, and the adaptive threshold is used to identify the hand knuckle image. The results show that the proposed method is feasible.
Introduction
In intelligent manufacturing systems, the development of detection technology with high intelligence and strong environmental adaptability is of great significance to improve production efficiency and enhance the flexibility of manufacturing systems and product quality [1, 2] . Machine vision-based human-computer interaction coordination assembly technology uses human assembly gestures obtained from image analysis as input information for robot task planning [3] to realize an efficient and flexible coordinated assembly process [4] . The overall information, including the biological structure of the human hand image and associated hand assembly posture [5] , is the basis for inferring the gesture intention.
Gesture-recognition research has two main directions. One uses sensors, detectors, and other peripheral tools to achieve gesture recognition. Lee and You [6] identified complex static gestures using wrist band-based contour features (WBCFs). The user must wear black wristbands to accurately segment the hand area. Moschetti et al. [7] recognized nine gestures with inertial sensors placed on the index finger and wrist. This kind of method, which uses external equipment to extract the hand position and posture to achieve more accurate gesture recognition, lacks convenience. Another research direction is unmarked gesture recognition with captured images. Bao et al. [8] classified images of gestures using deep convolutional neural networks. This method requires no segmentation or detection to distinguish irrelevant non-hand regions. Dehankar et al. [9] used accurate end-point identification (AEPI) to recognize hand-gesture images against varying backgrounds and blurred images. However, the above unmarked gesture-recognition methods are not sufficiently accurate. Their robustness and stability are insufficient, and the pose cannot be completely extracted. Further research is needed to improve their ability to accurately extract hand positions.
Many new identification technologies have emerged in the field of image-feature detection. These methods are used in different fields and vary in their focus. Some focus on feature-extraction techniques. Ding et al. [10] used double local binary patterns (DLBPs) to detect frame peaks in video. Yao et al. [11] presented a feature-selection method based on filters. Some have focused on model building, such as Wang and Wang [12] , who modeled an action class of body space configuration with flexible quantities. A hierarchical spatial SPN method was developed to simulate the spatial relationships among sub-images, and sub-image correlation was modeled by additional layers of the SPN. Panda et al. [13] proposed a feature-driven selection classification algorithm (FALCON) to optimize the energy efficiency of machine-learning classifiers. The study of feature clustering is helpful for image-feature classification. Li et al. [14] used an unsupervised principal component analysis (PCA)-based feature clustering algorithm to automatically select the optimal number of clusters to solve the problem of automatic anomaly detection in monitoring applications. Jiang et al. [15] proposed a self-organizing feature clustering algorithm based on fuzzy similarity to extract text features. This method is fast and can extract features better than other methods. Rahmani and Akbarizadeh [16] proposed a spectral clustering method using unsupervised feature learning (UFL).
There is a strong correlation between the structured information of the hand image and the biological structure of the hand. The specific structural information varies with the gesture model, depending on the simplified biological structure. Under static conditions, vision-based gesture-structure modeling is mainly classified as either feature template representation based on two-dimensional models or hand geometry representation based on three-dimensional models, depending on the dimension of the investigated spatial domain [17, 18] . The latter is divided into a volumetric model that considers the surface structure of the hand [19] and a joint-linking model that considers the anatomy of the hand, according to the established differences in the geometric characteristics [20] . The template-based modeling is characterized by gesture-contour information, which makes it difficult to provide detailed kinematic parameter information, and is suitable for scenes where the gesture is simple and the semantic features are clear. For complex situations in which the hand posture is variable, semantic features and time are related, and the structural parameters of the "joint-link" model of the hand are modeled. The overall kinematic representation of the hand can be obtained through structural parameter detection.
The biometric identification of the hand includes skin-color location, fingertip root detection [21] , knuckle recognition, finger positioning, and kinematic correlation between features. The knuckle position feature has an important influence on the accuracy of the opponent-pose inference. Knuckle image detection methods are mainly classified as geometric analysis or texture recognition [22] [23] [24] . Current research of knuckle images focuses on the use of knuckles for identification, sometimes combined with fingerprints. The way and purpose of its research is similar to fingerprint detection [25] . Usha and Ezhilarasan [26] used feature-extraction methods based on angle geometry analysis (AGFEM) and contourlet transform (CTFEM) to authenticate the finger back surface (FBKS) [27] , and pointed out that the distal phalangeal region of FBKS, the finger joint area near the tip of the finger, has great potential for recognition. Recognition performance is improved through extraction and integration of knuckle geometry and texture features simultaneously with fractional fusion. Lin et al. [28] provided a practical solution for biometric systems based on the back of the finger through the FKP recognition algorithm. Gao et al. [29] used an adaptive binary fusion rule to adaptively fuse the matching distances before and after reconstruction, reducing false-rejection rate. Kumar and Xu [30] used an automatic finger-recognition study of the lowest finger joint pattern formed between the metacarpal and the proximal phalange.
Image segmentation based on a skin-color model can initially solve the problem of image-positioning in the hand. The important image features that characterize the biological structure of the hand, such as finger posture and knuckle position, still must be further identified. The human finger section is the important positioning point for the human hand posture. Gesture recognition requires accurate knuckle position information for three-dimensional reconstruction to restore the hand biostructure. In the half-and full-grip postures of the hand, corresponding to the joint structure at the joint position of the hand, the grayscale distribution of the knuckle image presents an irregular convex-hull structure near the local position of the finger. A non-deterministic irregular convex hull can be used as a kind of random hidden structure of knuckle images. In a previous article [31] , the author took a finger joint image as an example. The examples are directed to a random image with the above gray structure ambiguity, feature ambiguity, and difficulty in extraction. The hidden feature observation of the image is obtained by the density estimation of the gray distribution. This observation is used to establish the framework of learning and estimating algorithms for imagery-implicit feature patterns. The extraction and analysis methods of the offset features on random images are given.
In this paper, the human-computer interaction is coordinated and assembled in an indoor environment where the light intensity is relatively stable and the camera angle is relatively fixed. The research in this paper is based on the image offset density distribution. First, the image upper level density feature is modeled and analyzed with an infinite Dirichlet process model. Then, the image middle-density feature is modeled and analyzed with a Gaussian process classifying model. Finally, the two-level density features are fused by a binary Gaussian process classification. Experiments are carried out to verify the feasibility of the process. test image A in the random image grayscale distribution model iŝ
whereμ is the approximation form of the offset measure, D is the fusion structure between different offset set models under different offset parameters,μ G 1 jℙ 0 is the high-level offset set probability measure, andμ G 2 jℙ 0 is the middle offset set probability measure. For ease of calculation and presentation, the conditional random measure is expressed as
where p(⋅) is the non-negative two-dimensional density function corresponding to the target distribution.
For the learning problem of unilateral offset density in image stochastic models, this section uses an infinite Dirichlet process hybrid model. Based on the gray-level position data extracted from the nonparametric density kernel estimation results, the probability measureμ G 1 jℙ 0 of the offset set belonging to the fixed threshold c in the image domain is learned. The number of clusters is described as a random state, and the Gibbs sampling method is used to iteratively study the density structure of the hierarchical probability form under the assumption of the Markov neighborhood. Through learning and modeling the offset set distribution, the unilateral estimation of the gray particle random model is realized.
Horizontal density clustering and Markov assumptions for discrete observations
In the layered observations of the density estimate f K , the process of determining the positions of the unilaterally offset grid points that belong to the horizontal parameter c is equivalent to the marking process on the discrete grid points of the image:
Among them, the marker amount constitutes a hidden variable at the observation grid Z. To learn the distribution model of the observations by using observations, the relationship between observations, label classes, and offset measures on grid Z must be established. On V and Z\V, respectively, the position in the observed set V has a definite marker class 1 on the image. However, the labeling category Z\V on the unobserved position set is uncertain. Under the assumption of the continuity of the distribution model, the position where the marker category is indefinite should be understood as not observed, and the 0 marker cannot directly determine the corresponding observation result. The label category indicates whether the observation position belongs to the offset set under the level c. However, when estimating the overall offset measure using the observation data, it is necessary to further specify the mark relationship between the elements of the sets V and Z\V to integrate the mark relationships on the entire grid point Z. In connection with the data-extraction process in the previous article [30] , the dependency relationship between grid observations can be established on Z using the mixture graph structure as a basis for subsequent inference learning using observation data. The relationship between marker categories and grid positions is established through a directed graph structure. At the same time, pairwise Markov random fields are used to establish a dependency relationship between the discrete grid points on the imaging domain, i.e., the distribution of p(⋅) on Z.
Thus, the hidden Markov model with observation markers is constructed on the grid point Z, as shown in Fig. 1 . Among them, the hidden variable is the mark type, and the correlation factor is the local dependency on the offset set. The observations extracted based on the density estimate have neighborhood structures similar to those observed in the original grayscale image. Therefore, the corresponding semantic p(⋅) on the grid point Z not only forms a meaning on the image as a whole but also has a dependency in the local area and is a local Markov hypothesis on the corresponding undirected graph model:
That is to say, observations that depend on the overall distribution are separated from the whole in the form of local associations.
According to the above analysis, on the one hand, the offset measure on the random hyperparameter field f reflects the characteristics of the observation mark classification and the density distribution agglomeration under the local relation. On the other hand, considering that when the offset set level parameter is higher, the Euler indicative number of the offset set is larger, and it shows that the local coverage of the offset set at the high level in the planar domain is more complete and shows more of a clustering trend. Therefore, the learning problem for p(⋅) can be transformed to a random clustering learning problem. This section uses the infinite Dirichlet process mixture model of the clustering model to construct the probability density p(⋅) in Eq. 2. The Gibbs sampling method is used to iteratively study the density structure of the hierarchical probability form under the assumption of the Markov neighborhood.
Nonparametric distributions and infinite Dirichlet processes
To improve the adaptability of the model to the target distribution, the model of the target distribution p is represented as a nonparametric hybrid model,
where θ is a hyperparameter, which is not limited to a limited form of distribution to improve the learning effectiveness and image-recognition rate.
In particular, the Dirichlet process defines the distribution of stochastic components on a stochastic probability measure as an effective alternative to parametric model learning. The nonparametric method constructs a stochastic process on the infinite dimensional parameter space Θ and quantifies it by the finite statistics of the stochastic process, where Θ is the measurable space. The Dirichlet process is defined by the base measure H on Θ and the central parameter α.
The mean of the random probability distribution G on Θ over the finite-match diversity T follows the Dirichlet distribution:
The random process DP(α, H) is defined by the central parameter α and the base measure H.
Since the parameter α controls the probability distribution of random parameter sets in the Dirichlet process, the later update and accurate sampling have a decisive effect on the convergence of iterative learning. Since the sampling strategy of α is related to the generation mechanism of the random measure distribution in the Dirichlet process, the sampling details corresponding to different generation mechanisms differ slightly. In this section, under the idea of discrete approximation based on lattice Gibbs mixed sampling, the prior distribution is taken as the Gamma distribution,
The posterior condition update form using a multi-gamma distribution mixing representation (taking a mix number of 2) is
where G is the Gamma distribution, K is the current number of updated clusters in the Dirichlet blending process (DPMM), and n is the observed data volume,
To improve the sampling accuracy and stability, the Monte Carlo sampling method is used and the sample 
where N is the number of samples and k s may have a degeneration value of K.
For the intra-group parameters, the specific components of the image offset set target distribution can adopt a two-dimensional Gaussian distribution. In order to make the update law of Gaussian distribution, parameters meet the requirements of a posteriori maximization. For the two quantities to be learned, namely the mean parameter and the covariance, the normal-Inverse-Wishart distribution [32] can be taken as the conjugate form of the corresponding joint edge distribution. The posterior update law of its parameters is:
where μ 0 , Λ 0 , K 0 , andν 0 are the initialized mean parameters, the scale matrix, the data dimension, and the degree of freedom. Get posterior joint edge distribution:
By sampling the above distribution, an effective clustering parameter update can be obtained, and the update learning of parameters in each mixed Gaussian component can be realized.
Infinite Dirichlet process mixed model based on collapsed Gibbs sampling
According to the N observations x ¼ fx i g N i¼1 of the Dirichlet process mixed model, the hidden variable label z i , the total number of clusters, and the corresponding parameter fθ k g K k¼1 are inferred. The exact posterior distribution p(π, θ| x) contains the distributions corresponding to all possible category labeling spaces, and it uses a collapsed Gibbs sampling algorithm to implement iterative learning of an infinite clustering mixture model. First, all observed variables are sampled with their corresponding hidden variables z i , then the posterior edge π of the polynomial corresponding to the current label class distribution and all clustering hyperparameters fθ k g K k¼1 is calculated. Fixing the rest of the observation variables of the latent variable z \i , the current distribution of the hidden variables of the current measurement is
Under the assumption of exchangeable text, the first item in the above formula can be expressed as
where k represents the cluster label in all current, infinitely many empty tag categories. Similar to the finite mixture model, the likelihood of observing the fixed class model at x i is
Similarly, the predicted likelihood of the current observation x i under the new marker k is
where H(λ) is the specified conjugate prior. The Dirichlet process hybrid model contains infinitely many goals to be learned parameters and generalizes the learning inference of the finite mixture model. The specific flow is as follows: 
At the same time, calculate the potential marker distribution: 
(e) Sample new class of z i from the (K + 1)-dimensional polynomial distribution:
where
is the total number of observations for which the current observation position i belongs to the label k. 
⑦ Sample using the auxiliary variable method:
3 Method-knuckle image mid-level data model
In view of the complexity of the random offset set itself, the difference between the offset characteristics corresponding to different offset parameter intervals is relatively large. And the further the offset parameter is from the standard value of 1, the more complex the corresponding feature. Therefore, in the learning process of random image bilateral offset measurement, especially for the case of small offset parameters, it is necessary to deeply analyze the random distribution characteristics of the actual offset observations in the training image database and to select an appropriate model for learning. In this section, we obtain theμ G 2 jℙ 0 equivalent density estimate pðÁÞ∝μ G 2 jℙ 0 ðÁÞ by learning the multi-label distribution random field model for the mid-density location.
Mid-level data distribution training based on Gaussian process classification
Due to the complexity of the distribution patterns in the middle-level data, it is difficult to obtain a mid-level migration density distribution model with relatively obvious features and a certain resolution. According to the nonparametric density kernel estimation result, the image gray position data corresponding to the offset parameter in the selected interval segment are taken as an observation of the random offset image bilateral offset set. The endpoints of the offset parameter interval are c 21 = 0.50 and c 22 = 0.85, and the middle-layer data are further divided into a multilayer structure corresponding to the three types of labels, according to the level of the corresponding density level, as shown in Fig. 2 . Figure 2 a-c respectively correspond to observations in the intervals 0.70-0.85, 0.60-0.75, and 0.50-0.65. With the decrease of the offset parameter, the distribution pattern in Fig. 2a has certain regression characteristics. Figure 2b shows a clustering trend, and Fig. 2c shows the spread features. Comparing the transitions between the three graphs, it can be seen that the mid-level data distribution does not obviously have the clustering patterns or trends implicit in the high-level data distribution. Instead, it reflects the characteristics of random fields, i.e., the overall distribution of middle-level data, has the transition characteristics from clustering to irregular diffusion. In the above judgment of the distribution characteristics of the mid-level data, a random distribution modeling method can be used to learn the typical distribution states of the three parameter segments in the "clustering-diffusion" classification mode and to obtaiñ μ G 2 jℙ 0 in Eq. 1, the estimated results on the plane domain.
For multi-classification problems on the random field, consider that different label values correspond to different horizontal parameter ranges, and the label class values are taken in a limited discrete space. At the same time, the relationship between multi-category tags at the image position is not completely determined. Therefore, the random distribution of all category labels must be uniformly modeled and expressed to better restore the overall characteristics of the mid-level data distribution. In this section, the Gaussian process model is used to take the observation data as the training sample set X. The Bernoulli distribution is used to represent the probability of a single-class label at a fixed position of the image, and the probability result of the class label y at the airport is used as the training output. The distribution pattern among the three types of tags further contains two types of information: one is the activation and transformation of state tags at the same location and the other is the distribution relationship between different locations and multiple states. For the former, the Gibbs form is used to represent the parameter association in the corresponding polynomial distribution of the label. Accounting for the limitations of the complexity of the learning process, this paper assumes that the different tag classes between image locations are irrelevant, and the joint distribution of tags of the same type has Gaussian characteristics. The Gaussian field function f is used to represent tag associations between the same classes:
where the location i tag y c i has {0, 1} value, and the f
It has a prior form f j X∼N ð0; K Þ , where K is the corresponding covariance function and n is the amount of training data. Assuming the category information is not related, K has the form of a diagonal matrix, K = diag { k 1 , k 2 , … , k c }, where k c represents the trust relationship between each type of tag data. Therefore, the learning of the middle-level migration measure is transformed to the learning of the random quantity f.
Posterior calculations on Gaussian fields with multiple binary classifications
Since the field f i = f(⋅| x i ) is a Gaussian function, the posterior form is also Gaussian:
The maximum posterior estimate of the implicit function f is defined asf ¼ arg max f pð f jX; yÞ , A ¼ −∇∇ logpð f ¼f jX; yÞ:
Under the Bayesian framework,
Since the classification mark y of test dataset X is not directly related to f, i.e., p(y| X) does not include f, the posterior maximum solution of f corresponds to the log likelihood off :
The posterior solutionf corresponds to the zero of ∇Ψ = 0. After differentiation of the above formula, it is obtained that
The zero point of this type is the prediction solutionf ¼ K ðy−πÞ of the implicit function f variable. We further use the following differential relationship:
where Π is a Gibbs distribution π corresponding to a cn × n scale column block matrix.
We use the Newton iteration format to obtain implicit function updates:
Because the matrix K is a larger cn × cn diagonal block matrix and the bandwidth is large, to improve the 23 accuracy and speed of the inversion, the following decomposition is used:
The convergence monitoring of the above iterative process is represented by the likelihood value of the training data:
Under Laplacian approximation, the form of Eq. 30 under local approximation of Ψ(⋅) is
The likelihood of the training data for the posterior model can be approximated as
The logarithmic form of the likelihood can be expressed as
From this, an implicit function posterior update based on the overall training dataset is obtained. The algorithm is as follows:
① Input observation measurement marker y, covariance matrix K, and probability marker function initialization f 0. ② Calculate the label distribution law of the current observation variable:
③ For each class of implicit labels c = 1,2, …, C, calculate:
④ Calculate transition parameters:
⑤ Calculate the objective function and determine if it converges. If it does not converge, return to ②.
⑥ Compute edge likelihood prediction and hidden signature distribution edge prediction:
3.3 Structure of positive definite kernel function of random information in the middle level
The design of the difference matrix under different systems contains different understanding of training data sets. On the one hand, there is an association between the extraction process of image data and its physical meaning. On the other hand, the actual image data has the characteristics of being distributed near higher layer data during the extraction process. Therefore, the covariance matrix used in this section of the multi-class learning algorithm references the results of high-level data learning. The high-level data model information is substituted into the covariance matrix of the middle-level data learning to further improve the learning effect of the GP model. For the three-category learning process used in this section, In the above equation, the sub-diagonal array k 1 corresponds to the position of the image observation data at the density estimation level of 75 to 85% in the mid-level dataset of the image. After testing, it was found that although the aggregation level of this category dataset is weaker than the aforementioned high-level data model, it still has a certain clustering trend. Therefore, the associated credits between this category of data can be designed as an exponential clustering pattern, and the closest clustering component of the observation data can be found. The final correlation result of the clustering trend between x and x ' is determined using an isotropic exponential function. The design of the parameter array p ij further confirms the labeling of the best high-level clustering component to which the two observations belong, i.e., when the data in the two images belong to the same clustering component in a high-level model, they have a higher degree of trust.
In the design of sub-diagonal arrays, the image data corresponding to the 60-75% density estimation level in the mid-level dataset of the image no longer have a clustering trend, but surround the cluster centers. The clustering center has both attractiveness and repulsiveness to the category data. Therefore, we can consider adding a certain empirical offset Δ to the likelihood value of the high-level model corresponding to the observation position of the category image. The offset is taken as the empirical value 0.7. In the underlying data, i.e., the 50-65% density estimation range of the mid-level data in the image, the position distribution has basically been irrelevant to the clustering, and only the distance form is used: Figure 3 shows an example of the covariance matrix in the learning process of a multi-class model of middle-finger data in the distal phalanx and middle-finger images. The covariance scale is 3n × 3n, and n is the data volume of the layer density observation set in the training image. It can be seen that there is a certain difference in the degree of trust between the different diagonal block arrays for class positions. Only the sub-array k 3 , in the form of a distance has a stronger associative relationship with respect to the positions of gray particles in the same class. Considering that the degree of data association carried by the sub-array k 1 in the form of clustering is the smallest, it indicates that the overall diffusion trend of the middle-level data is strong and the clustering trend is relatively weak.
Model prediction process
The marker-predicted implicit vector functionsf * of the test data x * obey the approximation distribution:
Under the Bayesian conditional distribution, the prediction of the test position x * in the training dataset X is expressed in integral form as
Since p(f * | X, x * , f ) and q(f| X, y) are Gaussian distributions, the c-label prediction of test data x * is
where k c (x * ) is the c-type marker covariance vector between test data x * and all training set data X. The prediction covariance matrix is
where Σ is a C × C matrix and the sub-diagonal matrix has the form
c k c ðx Ã Þ. In this section, the Monte Carlo method is used to sample the above prediction mean and prediction covariance matrix and obtain the sample mean value as an a posteriori prediction. The forecasting process based on the training set at the random field is:
① Input posterior edge predictionf , covariance matrix K, detection x. ② Calculate the current observation variable label distribution law Π:
⑤ Initialize Monte Carlo posterior sampling: π * ≔ 0. ⑥ Posterior distribution of sampling test position markers:
⑦ Calculate the regularized estimate vector:
⑧ Calculate tag category prediction vector:
Knuckle image recognition based on learning results of two layers of observation data
In the previous section, based on the high-and mid-level data in gray image density estimation, offset measurement estimation under different offset level parameters was implemented. At the same time, the a b learning results of the two-layer data model were used as two kinds of offset information features on the grayscale image. Since the above two types of migration features are the specific forms of the overall random set migration characteristics of the image in the interval, it is obviously necessary to integrate the above two features as the characteristics of the overall image features. According to the process of data-extraction and model-generation, it can be seen that there is a strong correlation between the two features, and there is even consistency in the overlapping range of the horizontal parameters. From the modeling process on the Poisson Gaussian field of random images, the two kinds of offset information also have strong compatibility. From the perspective of information fusion and feature learning, two types of feature models that have been learned can be used as detectors of two kinds of offset features on the image, and the detection results are two likelihood values of a specific image under the above model. The likelihood value corresponding to the positive sample image is higher, and the negative sample image is the opposite. Therefore, the fusion of offset features is the learning process of jointly distributing the two likelihood values on the offset eigenvalue plane. Furthermore, since the size of the training library in the aforementioned model learning process is not large, the amount of information provided by the training results is not sufficient, and the learning result is not perfect. Also, the offset feature itself has a strong random feature. Based on the above analysis, the likelihood value fusion process in the feature plane is not suitable for learning with a generative model. Therefore, in this section, the likelihood values of the two models labeled with positive and negative samples are used as input. The Gaussian process classification in the discriminative learning method is used to fuse the likelihood values of the two types of images in the feature plane. The estimation of the joint overall distribution of the two types of features is obtained, and the joint image is directly identified based on the estimation results.
Binary classification and image offset information fusion based on Gaussian process
Depending on whether it belongs to the hand joint image, the test image is given the y mark {−1, 1} at the corresponding observed data point in the two-layer model likelihood space. In this way, the aforementioned fusion process can be presented as Binary Gaussian process learning. The learning result is the probability distribution of the marker y = 1 on the discriminant field for the joint target and non-joint targets. Different from middle-level information modeling, in the learning process of the classification information for the marker information y in this section, the sample domain is a training dataset generated from the two types of model likelihood values corresponding to the test image set. The learning domain is a normalized feature plane.
In the binary Gaussian classification process, an offset model likelihood set X = {x i } i = 1, … , n with a label y = {y i } i = 1, … , n is used as a training dataset. Taking X as the model input quantity, marking y as the final observation and measurement of the fusion model, and discriminating the learning process on the field is the construction and learning process of the correlation method between the input quantity and observation quantity. This association method includes two main aspects, which are the classification of tags under specific input quantities and the distribution relationship between corresponding tags of different input quantities. Obviously, the former can be naturally embodied in conditional probability form, while the latter is now the joint distribution of the marker variables in the discriminant random field. The Gaussian random field provides an effective way to comprehensively represent this association method. By building the Gaussian implicit function f on the feature plane, the conditional distribution of the marker classification is decomposed into two independent parts: y | f and f | X. At the same time, the joint distribution of marker variables is transformed to the description of the structure of the field function f instead of directly modeling the associated structure on the conditional field y | X. Considering the binarization of the label, it is clear that the label value of the discriminant field on the lattice point domain can be expressed as a Bernoulli distribution by using the implicit function f:
The logic transformation σ(⋅) transforms the Gaussian variable f i to the range 0~1 as the control parameter of the activation label y i = 1:
Since the value of label y is 0 in the range, the specific form of conditional field f | X can be given by using the Gaussian process a priori f j X $ N ð0; K Þ , where K is the binary covariance function on field f. It can be seen that the main content of classification learning is the posterior update of f and the prediction of p(f * | f, X, y, x * ) at the test position x * .
Since the Gaussian field f i = f(⋅| x i ) is a Gaussian function, the posterior form also maintains a Gaussian form: wheref ¼ arg max f pð f jX; yÞ and A ¼ −∇∇ logpð f ¼f jX; yÞ.
According to the Bayesian rule, the maximum posterior estimate of the implicit function f in the above formula is
In Eq. 47, because the classification mark y of test dataset X is not directly related to f, p(y| X) does not include f. Then f's posterior maximization solutionf only must consider the numerator, and the corresponding logarithmic form is
f corresponds to the zero of ∇Ψ(f ) = 0:
The standard Newton-Raphson iterative format can be used to solve the nonlinear equation ∇Ψ(f ) = 0:
e., the a posteriori covariance function in Eq. 46:
Equations 51 and 53 yield the posterior format qð f jX; yÞ
Considering the numerical stability in learning, the numerical characteristics of important matrices in the iterative process must be analyzed. The adjustment method of the inverse matrix is changed to make the eigenvalues of the matrix away from 0, so as to ensure the accuracy of the solution. According to the aforementioned model construction, the relationship between p(y i | f i ) and p(y j | f j ) has been transferred to the structure of field f. Therefore, ∂ j p(y i | f) is 0, and W has the diagonal matrix form W = diag (π 1 (1 − π 1 ) , … , π n (1 − π n )), where π i = p(y i = 1| f i ). In combination with Eq. 45, the numerical form of the derivative of the objective function
In addition, the matrices K and W in the Newton iteration of Eq. 52 are both larger n × n sparse squares. (K −1 + W) −1 can be decomposed by using the positive definite matrix B:
Equation 56 obviously produces a diagonal band matrix. The inverse matrix can be quickly calculated by means of Cholesky decomposition. The inversion format in Eq. 57 is more stable than the directly solved inverse matrix of A.
The convergence monitoring of the above a posteriori iteration is given by the model likelihood of the label value:
Under the Laplacian approximation, the form of Eq. 57 under the local approximation of Ψ(⋅) is
The integral term in Eq. 60 can be simplified to
The logarithmic form of the a posteriori prediction is expressed as:
For test data x * , the posterior mean f * under Laplacian approximation is expressed as
and the forecasting variance of Gaussian approximation is
Under the Gaussian process assumption, the above equation has the following analytical form:
Under the Eq. 56,
where v ¼ LnðW 1 2 kðx Ã ÞÞ . Calculate the positive marker class probability corresponding to the Bernoulli distribution based on the predicted mean and predicted likelihood:
In summary, the two-class Gaussian process prediction algorithm based on Laplace is: ① Input posterior edge predictionf , covariance function k, and detection X.
The predicted edge distribution with tag category 1 is π Ã .
Knuckle target recognition algorithm based on offset feature distribution
Based on the learned image layered offset fusion GP model, the model likelihood of the fusion image of the test image is used as the image feature. In the range of the test image domain, according to this feature combined with the maximum between-class variance method, self-adaptive threshold recognition is performed for the far finger and middle finger in the image. The concrete manifestation is that sub-image extraction is performed after the template data are calculated from the test image data. The nonparametric density kernel estimation calculations and the evolution of the level set of interest regions are performed on the obtained sub-images to obtain highand mid-level data for density kernel estimation. High-level data are used to calculate the high-level data model likelihood through the high-level data model (DPMM). After the middle-level data are transformed by the data discrete group, the mid-level data model is used to calculate the mid-level data model likelihood. We then combine the two to calculate the two-level data fusion GP model likelihood.
The likelihood value of the fusion GP model is calculated at each template position of the test image, and this likelihood value is used as the information matrix corresponding to the image feature. Due to the limitations of the integrity of the model, detection points with higher likelihood values may appear at non-joint target locations. The largest cluster-like variance method is used to eliminate the position with the highest GP-likelihood in the case of threshold adaptation. Then, nonlinear evolution is performed on the feature information matrix with the high likelihood value removed, the features are enhanced, and the joint target is detected again using the adaptive threshold detection method. Because the detection position of the high threshold at non-joint positions is mostly unstable, it is difficult to recover it by the neighborhood information after rejection by the threshold. At the same time, a high threshold value at the joint location is more stable, so it can be recovered by the evolution of the neighborhood information. From the results, the convergence speed of DPMM is faster and the smoothness of the likelihood curve is greater. On the one hand, because the number of clusters is flexible, the model has further improved the identification of the structure within the training dataset. The process of testing the number of linked random clusters can further clarify the sampling results. In the initial phase of the iterative process, the number of clusters suddenly increases by several times the convergence value. As shown in Figs. 4 and 5, different from the parameter optimization in the traditional finite mixture model, this stage corresponds to the sampling algorithm performing a random search in a wide range of clustering models, so that the model can quickly determine a more stable clustering mode. On the other hand, the Dirichlet distribution uses an a priori structure, so that the update process of the DPMM internal parameters can be more effectively controlled under higher-level conditional distributions, manifesting that the convergence curve has higher smoothness in the stable region.
Analysis of results and discussions

Offset measurement data learning results
Examples of the DPMM model learning results on the training image library are shown in Fig. 6 . Under the condition of K = 3 clustering initialization, the flexible random clustering modeling for image high-offset density position distribution is realized. A high-level distribution likelihood model of knuckle images with a more complex internal structure is obtained. The far phalanx goal learning results shown in the figure clearly show that the clustering self-adaptive process has similar results to data density clustering. The model scale has a strong ability to adapt to the training set. The distribution of clustering represented by the model likelihood results is not only consistent with the observed characteristics on the whole. The characteristic orientation of the internal clustering component also reflects the features of the knuckles under the grip of the hand. It shows that this algorithm has better modeling ability for the high-level distribution of far-knuckle images. Using the aforementioned middle-level distribution learning and prediction algorithm, the multi-classification model of middle-level data for each image is learned in 51 positive images of distal phalanx images and 51 positive sample images of middle phalanx images, respectively, as shown in Fig. 7 . In Fig. 7 , from left to right, there are first-, second-, and third-class hidden flags.
From the prediction results in Fig. 7 , it can be seen that the three-category tag learning results of layer data in the finger image can more clearly show the design goals of the model. The marker results of the learning prediction also conform to the hypothesis of the distribution of layer data in the knuckle image.
Considering the learning accuracy and computational complexity of the fusion process, the lattice field [1 : 1 : 101] * [1 : 1 : 101] generated after discretizing the feature plane is used as the discriminant field. We take the covariance matrix as an isotropic exponential form:
where the scale parameter is κ = 0.007. In the distal phalanx and middle-finger image test libraries (51 positive and negative samples), the high-and middle-level data-extraction process, feature likelihood calculation, and fusion model learning are completed. Fig. 8b , the high-end model of far-knuckle images has better discrimination between positive and negative samples than the middle-level model, while the fusion prediction of middle-finger images shows the opposite result. The main reason for the difference between the above models is the obvious differences in the random structure of the distal phalanx and middle phalanx images, which are embodied in the differences in distribution patterns at different levels of displacement.
Recognition for various algorithms
Under the fixed threshold condition, the recognition ability of the high-level data DPMM model, the middle-level data implicit marking GP model, and the DPMM+ GP model combining the two are briefly analyzed. We artificially produced four finger-knuckle image databases with library capacity of 330, 1344, 1896, and 1400 images. These knuckles are taken by industrial cameras and come from people of different genders, ages and sizes. In these image libraries, positive and negative samples each make up half. In these image libraries, two are far-finger image libraries and two are middle-finger image libraries. To test the adaptability of the recognition algorithm to the fuzzy objects, the joint features corresponding to all the knuckle images in the four image libraries are artificially selected to be weaker than those in the training library. That is, testing on a feature-rich joint image can achieve higher recognition capabilities. Three models are used in the four image libraries for detection to compare the optimal recognition a b ability of each algorithm for each image library; through the test analysis, the threshold of the highest recognition capability of the above three models in each image library is taken as the best recognition threshold of each algorithm in the library and plotted to a receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC). At the same time, through actual measurement, it is found that the difference between the best recognition thresholds of the same algorithm in different image databases is small. Therefore, the following four ROC curves can be compared and analyzed as a whole, as shown in Fig. 9 . Considering that the area under the curve (AUC) on the ROC is a measure of the recognition ability of the identifier, it can be clearly seen from Fig. 9 that in the far-knuckle test library, the comprehensive model recognition ability of the middle-level data model and the two-tier data is not as good as that of high-level image features. In the middle-finger test library, the recognition curves of the two high-level data models are low, and the corresponding AUC is less than 0.5. The recognition ability of the high-level data model in the far-finger library is obviously higher, while the middle-tier data model in the middle-finger library has stronger recognition ability. The above shows that the existing data model has great differences in the ability to identify different types of knuckle objects. It also potentially indicates that there is a certain difference between deep model categories in the distribution of far-and middle-finger image data.
In Fig. 9b , the AUC values of the high-level data model corresponding to the two ROCs are 0.5134 and 0.2332. It can be seen that the recognition effect of high-level models in the middle-finger image database (2) is not obvious, and wrong classifications even appear. Further tests show that the high-level model with high likelihood is the middle-finger area, not the finger joint area. This phenomenon occurs because the intermediate region has relatively small local information entropy due to the smooth grayscale distribution. The high-level data volume is larger and denser than the usual joint image data, which undermines the model's assumptions on data distribution, and therefore, it has poor recognition capability. At the same time, according to Fig. 9 , it can be seen that the ROC corresponding to the two-layer data fusion model is located between the high-and middle-level models. It shows that the recognition based on the fusion model has the effect of comprehensively judging the two features. In the case that the high-and middle-level models differ greatly in their ability to identify models, they can provide effective comprehensive evaluation, which is more prominent in Fig. 9b . The minimum area under the curve for the fusion model is (a) 0.4512 on the left of the figure, and the maximum is (b) 0.7880 on the right of the figure. The results show that the fixed threshold identification method has stable and correct classification ability under the condition of existing limited data and test set in the environment where the light intensity is relatively stable and the imaging angle does not change much.
To further improve the recognition ability of the fusion model, combined with the learned DPMM+GP model, adaptive threshold joint detection is performed on a hand test image containing a finger joint. The size of the test image is controlled to include the size of about 1000 templates, as shown in Fig. 10 . Among them, black indicates that there is no finger joint at the position, the gray portion is the artificially marked finger joint region, and the white position is the joint point position result recognized by the adaptive threshold segmentation. When the detected joint position falls within the manually determined gray area, the joint identification is correct. Being away from the gray area indicates that the detected position has a large deviation from the true position. With the aid of diffusion evolution, the recognition result is closer to the real target area, which obviously improves the accuracy of finger joint target recognition. It is worth noting that the detection results and the marked areas shown in Fig. 10 are all at the pixel level. Therefore, the detection error of the above algorithm in the actual image is also at the pixel level. For actual detection tasks, joint detection can be initially implemented.
Conclusions
In this paper, nonparametric density kernel estimation results are used as observation sets, and the estimation of multi-level migration of knuckle images is estimated using both random clustering iterative learning and a multi-class random field model. Further, through the fusion learning of multilayer migration features, the overall characteristics of knuckle images are constructed, and the detection and recognition capabilities of the above multiple models under fixed and adaptive thresholds are compared. At the same time, a knuckle position image recognition algorithm based on an offset feature fusion model under adaptive threshold conditions is presented. Threshold recognition is carried out on the image with relatively stable light intensity. The results show that the corresponding algorithm is feasible. For the environment with large change of light intensity and the large change of camera angle, it is a b necessary to further study the adaptability of image threshold.
